MariLight – the German maritime lightweight network
Bremen, January 29th 2020
• Launched in March 2019 as national „sub-network“ of E-LASS
• Coordinated by CMT
• Aim:
  • bring together representatives of the German maritime industry to further promote the use of lightweight materials
  • cooperate with E-LASS to bring European knowledge to a national level and vice-versa
The Crew

Dr. Wibke Mayland
Grit Ladage
Sabine Schilling
Start of BMBF funded project to found the network

- July ’18

Launch of MariLight: Networking event with 120 participants

- March ’19

Aeronautics meets Shipbuilding Multimaterial workshop

- Nov ‘19

E-LASS # 11 Meets MariLight #2

- January ‘20
Approx. 60 members – and growing steadily
"If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together."
– African Proverb

Thank you for your support!